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Stumble inn upper east side nyc

In what can only be described as a cruel turn of fate, a woman from the Bronx sues an Upper East Side bar called the Stumble Inn after falling down a stairwell there in October 2018. Diana Ortiz was driving up the stairs - which she claims was dimly lit - to use the bathroom when she slipped and fell about 10 degrees, injuring her knee
and back. Earlier this year, she had to undergo herniat surgery on a disc, which she believed was the result of a fall. Her lawyer told the Post that Ortiz permanently damaged her spine. She is now suing the bar to leave the stairs in a dangerous, defective, dangerous, dangerous, uneven, broken, worn, poorly maintained, destroyed,
inadequately lit and/or too slippery condition, according to a lawsuit filed in the Bronx Supreme Court. Stumble Inn is a popular Upper East Side sports bar known for serving the cheapest beer in the area. The owners operate some of the city's largest get-drunk-till-you-pass-out locations, including east village 13th Step and Upper West
Side Gin Mill. In other news - Longtime Lower East Side Chinese take-out site Chen Wong will close next week after the landlord raised the rent from $5,000 to $8,000 a month. The owners tried to find another location, but to no availy. — Hudson Yards' upcoming 101st-floor Peak restaurant now has a website. — Danny Meyer's former
North End Grill space will soon be home to the greek restaurant Anassa, which currently has locations in Midtown East and Astoria. — James Beard Award-nominated chef Katie Button will be making food from her Asheville, N.C. Spanish tapas restaurant Cúrate in a pop-up at the Chefs Club in Nolita. The pop-up window will last until
February 1. — Post critic Steve Cuozzo called his 10 worst food trends of 2019 and included a ban on foie gras and avocados. — A popular restaurant in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Chocobar Cortes, is expected to open in Mott Haven next summer. — Times critic Pete Wells has identified eight ways restaurants have changed over the past
decade, listing the use of cameras and small plates among the biggest trends. No thanks: Sign up for our newsletter. The Upper East Side's Stumble Inn has some of the cheapest beers in the area, as well as promotions such as a full-day happy hour promotion that will make you likely stumble. Aesthetics are what you'd expect from an
American sports bar: wood accents, pressed tin ceilings and flat-screen TVs tuned to the game. Take in a caloric menu in wooden cabins and high tables where hangover-curing meals like a bacon-stuffed burger can just get you rolling. Amanda V wrote a review September 2018Toronto, Canada412 contributions75 helpful voices We took
for a beer and a snack. It's a solid strap. The food was good. Beer was beer. There was no sport on TV and the bartender was niceDate experience: September 2018Carito Guzmán September Review September contributions2 helpful voicesTruth that the bar is very funny, good atmosphere, the service is gentle, the music is good and
the prices are good in relation to the quality delivered! Recommended 100%Date of experience: September 2018Addie1996 wrote a review sep 201717 contributions3 helpful voicesAll I wanted to be Stumblin'It was the night of my 21st birthday. I went to New York from Boston to celebrate with one of my really good friends. We were out
hitting bars left and right and we came across the Stumble Inn. We gave the goalkeeper our IDs and rejected us! You know why? Since we are from Alaska and our Alaskan ID has been found to be fake. Now I understand that it looks suspicious to be somewhere so far away, and goalkeepers are supposed to be on the lookout for fakes,
but these were our legitimate ids and it was ridiculous to refuse entry just for being out of somewhere that's not very common! Otherwise it looked like a nice bar.... Date of experience: September 2017Julie G wrote a review September 2017Sioux Falls, South Dakota38 contributions22 helpful voicesAll you want in the bar - fun, lively, good
food, amazing drinks, good promotions, DJs at night, TVs everywhere, and best of all - the staff is so amazing! Date of experience: February 2017Michael W wrote a review October 2016Redding, Connecticut781 contributions180 helpful voicesSport bar for young in heartPlenty TVs for all kinds of sporting events, good prices for beer
pitchers and pretty good/reasonable pub food. Expect it to be noisy/adventurous in the evening, but as long as you like this kind of place, it's worth a visit. Date of experience: September 2016 James Messerschmidt Well, warn. A woman sues the Upper East Side for watering the Stumble Inn hole - after falling down the stairs. Honestly,
when I told my brother, he laughed at me,' plaintiff Diana Ortiz, 30, admitted to the Post on Tuesday. But the mother-of-two said her injuries - messed up her knees and the resulting herniated disc that required spinal surgery - is no joke. It still hurts,' she said of her back. Ortiz went to a bar on East 76th Street and Second Avenue in
Manhattan - her first time there - on Friday night in October 2018 to catch up with an old childhood friend who works nearby, according to the plaintiff and her Bronx Supreme Court lawsuit, which was filed Monday. Ortiz, who lives in the Bronx, drank Yuengling beer as she and her friend talked for about an hour, she said. Then shortly
before 7 p.m., the couple went to the bathroom downstairs before going home, Ortiz said. The stairwell was dimly lit and there were no signs warning customers to watch their step, she said. Between the second and third steps, I just fell down the stairs, said Ortiz, noting I didn't have heels on. just like ... boot[s]. I was almost shocked.
After falling about 10 degrees and hitting the wall at the bottom: slowly to the bathroom and I checked [my left knee] and and he was super swollen,'' Ortiz said. James Messerschmidt Ortiz, who works as a retail manager for women's clothing company Loft, said her injury developed into tearful back pain over the next few months. The
mother of two boys aged 5 and 7 underwent spinal surgery in April. They had to connect the disks at this level of the spine, so there is no longer movement in this particular area, which is a constant thing, said Ortiz's lawyer, Blake Goldfarb. Ortiz's suit says that the bar allowed the staircase to remain in its dangerous, defective, dangerous,
dangerous, uneven, broken, worn, poorly maintained, destroyed, inadequately lit and/or too slippery conditions(s)... and carelessly failed to fix or remedy'' it. Both the lawyer and the plaintiff acknowledged the irony of the bar's name. When I tell people about my situation. ... everyone is just shocked. They're just like, It's such a coincidence
that it's a Stumble Inn, Ortiz said. Goldfarb, when asked if Ortiz would read a large sign on the front that says, The Stumble Inn, replied, Apparently not because he got hurt damn badly. He added of the plant: I invite them to defend themselves. That would be great in this case. The lawsuit does not have an attached amount of money, but
the lawyer said they will seek a significant amount because of her damages. A manager at the bar declined to comment and referred The Post to a management agency that did not respond to a message. A phone message left for one of the reasons, Michael Asch, was also not returned. Additional reporting by Jacob Henry Sable; Editing
by Steve Sable Maya is a fairly exclusive Mexican place on the Upper East Side. I came here after dinner with colleagues who want to relax and finish a nice evening with a few drinks. I carried a bag of 3 gifts I had received earlier to celebrate my last day of work, which I also brought to... The restaurant we just left. After we ordered a
round of drinks, the goalkeeper said that the bag had to be removed, so I placed it under the table. He said it wasn't good enough, and offered to hold it and give it back to us at the end of the night. I followed without a problem, despite my intuition to get out as soon as possible with all my things. When we were ready to leave, after
spending more than $100 on drinks, the goalie said unapologetically and almost giddily that the bag was thrown into the garbage and nothing he could do. We asked to speak to a manager who defended the goalkeeper (who also made disgusting sexist remarks to one woman in our group). Then we called the police. They came, only to
be told by the staff that it was all a misunderstanding and that somehow my gifts were rejected and lost, and that no one could do anything about this alleged unfortunate mixup. Although I understand that it was for me to give the bag, it is something that should never have happened in any establishment. They are they knew what they
were doing. While we lost this battle, people need to hear what the leadership is doing with their patrons here, blatantly steal from them and then cover it up when called, even in the face of the police. While they may get away with harassing some younger customers, we are 30-40 year old scientists who are not used to being treated like
characters. What they did was completely unacceptable and should be known to anyone who thinks they are spending their money here. They should be investigated by the FBI and closed because it is doubtful that this is an isolated case. More incidents. More
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